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Abstract. We modify an artiﬁcial bee colony algorithm as follows: we
make the population size grow over time and apply local search on strategically selected solutions. The modiﬁed algorithm obtains very good results on a set of large-scale continuous optimization benchmark problems.
This is not the ﬁrst time we see that the two aforementioned modiﬁcations make an initially non-competitive algorithm obtain state-of-the-art
results. In previous work, we have shown that the same modiﬁcations
substantially improve the performance of particle swarm optimization
and ant colony optimization algorithms. Altogether, these results suggest that population growth coupled with local search help obtain highquality results.

1

Introduction

Thinking of optimization algorithms as being composed of components has
changed the way high-performance optimization algorithms are designed. Research based on algorithm components and not on speciﬁc implementations of
optimization algorithms promises to lead to breakthroughs because a more systematic approach can be taken in order to explore the space of algorithm designs.
In previous work, we have taken a component-based approach to the design of
optimization algorithms for continuous optimization and have obtained promising results. In particular, we integrated a growing population size and a local
search components into a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm and an
ant colony optimization algorithm for continuous domains. The resulting algorithms, called IPSOLS [3,4] in the case of PSO, and IACOR -LS [5] in the case of
ACOR , exhibited a signiﬁcantly better performance than the original algorithms.
In fact, their performance was competitive with state-of-the-art algorithms in the
special issue of the Soft Computing journal on large-scale continuous optimization [6]. (Throughout the rest of the paper, we will refer to this special issue
as SOCO.) In this paper, we present a third case study based on the artiﬁcial
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bee colony (ABC) algorithm [7, 8]. The goal of this case study is to test the
“pure chance” hypothesis, which explains the results obtained with PSO and
ACOR as consequence of mere good luck. The results obtained in this third case
study, shown in Section 3.4, suggest that the pure-chance hypothesis is false.
We ﬁnd that population growth together with a local search procedure are algorithmic components that make swarm intelligence algorithms for continuous
optimization obtain high-quality results.

2

Related Work

The idea of increasing the size of the population in swarm intelligence algorithms
for continuous optimization derives from the incremental social learning (ISL)
framework [3]. The ISL framework’s aim is to reduce the time needed by a swarm
intelligence system to reach a desired state. In the case of swarm intelligence
systems for optimization, the desired state may be associated with a solution
better than or equal to a desired quality. The ISL framework achieves this goal by
starting the system with a small population and increasing its size according to
some addition criterion. By starting a swarm-based optimization algorithm with
a smaller population than usual, the framework encourages a rapid convergence
toward promising regions of the search space. Adding new solutions increases
the diversity of the swarm. The new solutions are generated using information
from the “experienced” swarm; thus, new solutions are not completely random.
Modifying the size of the population while an algorithm is operating is not
a new idea. For example, a number of researchers in the ﬁeld of evolutionary
computation (EC) have proposed schemes that increase or reduce the size of
the population in order to adjust the diversiﬁcation-intensiﬁcation properties of
the underlying optimization algorithms (see e.g. [9–11]). The ISL framework is
diﬀerent from most previous dynamic population sizing approaches. In most of
these cases, diversiﬁcation is favored during the ﬁrst phases of the optimization
process through a large population, and intensiﬁcation toward the end by reducing its size. In contrast, the ISL framework modiﬁes the population size in
one direction only: increasing its size. A notable exception of the strategy used
in most EC algorithms is the one used in the G-CMA-ES [12] algorithm. In this
algorithm, the population size also increases over time. It is important to note
that G-CMA-ES is considered to be a state-of-the-art algorithm for continuous
optimization.
The utilization of an auxiliary local search method is a common approach
to enhance the intensiﬁcation properties of EC algorithms. In ISL, local search
can be integrated as a means to simulate individual learning, that is, learning
without any social inﬂuence.
In [3], we introduced IPSOLS, a PSO-local search hybrid algorithm with increasing population size as an instantiation of the ISL framework. In subsequent
work [4], we used iterated F-Race [14], an automatic algorithm conﬁguration
software, throughout the redesign process of IPSOLS. The redesigned IPSOLS
algorithm [4] was benchmarked on SOCO’s large-scale benchmark problems and
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compared favorably to other state-of-the-art algorithms that include diﬀerential evolution algorithms, memetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization algorithms and other types of optimization algorithms [6]. In SOCO, a diﬀerential
evolution algorithm (DE) [15], G-CMA-ES, and the real coded CHC algorithm
(CHC) [16] were used as reference algorithms. A second instantiation of ISL
was presented in [5] in the context of ACOR . The introduced algorithm, called
IACOR -LS, features the same two components: a growing solution population
size and a local search procedure. IACOR -LS was also benchmarked on SOCO’s
benchmark problems and on the IEEE CEC 2005 functions [17]. We can say
that IACOR -LS is a state-of-the-art algorithm because it obtained better results
than IPSOLS and it is competitive with G-CMA-ES.

3

An Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm with Population
Growth and Local Search

In this section, we present our third case study of the utilization of a growing
population size and a local search procedure in a swarm intelligence algorithm
for continuous optimization.
3.1

The Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm

The ABC algorithm [7, 8] is inspired by the foraging behavior of a honeybee
swarm. At the initialization step of the algorithm, ABC generates a number
of randomly located food sources, and it creates a number of employed and
onlooker bees. The number of food sources, which is denoted by SN , is equal to
the number of employed and onlooker bees. Each cycle of the algorithm consists
of three successive steps. In the ﬁrst step, each employed bee selects successively
a food source i and then produces a candidate food, vi , by mutating the location
of the selected food source as reference according to
vi,j = xi,j + φi,j (xi,j − xk,j ), i = k ,

(1)

where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , SN }, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D} (D is the problem’s dimension),
φi,j is a uniform random number in [−1, 1], xi,j and xk,j is the position of the
reference food source i and a randomly selected food source k in dimension j.
The candidate food source created by an employed bee can be better than the
reference food source. In this case, the reference food source, xi , is replaced with
the candidate food source, vi . In the second step, onlooker bees try to ﬁnd new
food sources near existing food sources as the employed bees do. Diﬀerent from
employed bees, onlooker bees randomly select a food source i with a food source
selection probability pi , which is determined as
fitness i
pi = SN
,
n=1 fitness n

(2)

where fitness i is the fitness value of the food source i, which is inversely proportional to the objective value of the food source i for function minimization.
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Algorithm 1. The Incremental ABC Algorithm with Local Search
initialization {Initialize SN food sources}
while termination condition is not met do
if F ailedAttempts = F ailuresM ax then
Invoke local search on randomly selected food source
else
Invoke local search on the best food source
end if
Employed Bees Stage {Use xgbest,j as the reference food source}
Onlookers Stage
Scout Bees Stage {Use Eq. 5}
if Food source addition criterion is met then
Add a new food source to the environment {Use Eq. 4}
SN ← SN + 1
end if
end while

Onlooker bees explore in the vicinity of good food sources. This behavior
is responsible for the intensiﬁcation behavior of the algorithm since information
about good solutions is exploited. In the last step, a few food sources, which have
not been improved during a predetermined number of iterations (controlled by a
parameter limit ), are detected and abandoned. Then, scout bees search randomly
for a new food source, xi , and replaces with it the location of the abandoned
food source, xold
i . The new food source is found according to
xi,j = xmin
+ ϕi,j (xmax
− xmin
)
j
j
j

(3)

where ϕi,j is a uniform random number in [0, 1] for dimension j and food source i,
and xmin
and xmax
are the minimum and maximum limits of the search range on
j
j
dimension j, respectively. Clearly, in the ABC algorithm employed and onlooker
bees intensify the algorithm’s search and the scout bees diversify it [18].
3.2

Integrating Population Growth and Local Search

In this section, we describe the integration of a growing population size and
a local search procedure into the ABC algorithm. The outline of the proposed
algorithm, called IABC-LS, is shown in Algorithm 1. In IABC-LS, the number
of food sources and, indirectly, the population size of the bee colony (that is,
the number of onlooker and employed bees), is increased according to a control
parameter g. Every g iterations, a new food source is added to the environment
until a maximum number of food sources is reached.
IABC-LS begins with few food sources. New food sources are placed biasing
their location toward the location of the best-so-far solution. This is implemented
as
(4)
xnew,j = xnew,j + ϕnew,j (xgbest,j − xnew,j ),
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where xnew,j is the randomly generated new food source location in dimension
j, xnew,j is the updated location of the new food source, xgbest,j refers to bestso-far food source location, and ϕnew,j is a number chosen uniformly at random
in [0, 1]. A similar replacement mechanism is applied by the scout bees step
in IABC-LS. The diﬀerence is a replacement factor, Rf actor , that controls how
much the new food source locations will be closer to the best-so-far food source.
This modiﬁed rule is:
xnew,j = xgbest,j + Rf actor (xgbest,j − xnew,j ) .

(5)

Another diﬀerence between the original ABC algorithm and IABC-LS is that employed bees search in the vicinity of xgbest,j instead of a randomly selected food
source. This modiﬁcation enhances the intensiﬁcation behavior of the algorithm
and helps it to converge quickly toward good solutions. Although intensiﬁcation
in the vicinity of the best-so-far solution may lead to premature convergence,
the algorithm detects stagnation by using the limit parameter, and the scouts
can discover another random food source to avoid search stagnation.
IABC-LS is a hybrid algorithm that calls a local search procedure at each
iteration. The best-so-far food source location is usually used as the initial solution from which the local search is called. The result of the local search replaces
the best-so-far solution if there is an improvement on the initial solution. In this
paper, the IABC-LS algorithm is implemented with Powell’s conjugate direction
set [19] (IABC-Powell) and Lin-Yu Tseng’s Mtsls1 [20] (IABC-Mtsls1) as local
search procedures. Both local search procedures are terminated after a maximum number of iterations, itrmax , or when the tolerance F T ol is reached. F T ol
is the threshold value of the relative diﬀerence between two successive iterations’
solutions. An adaptive step size for each local search procedure is used. The step
size is set to the maximum norm ( · ∞ ) of the vector that separates a randomly
selected food source from the best-so-far food source.
For ﬁghting stagnation, the local search procedures are applied to a randomly
selected location if local search calls cannot improve the results after a maximum
number of repeated calls, which is controlled by a parameter Failuresmax . The
original versions of the local search algorithms do not enforce bound constraints.
To enforce bound constraints, the following penalty function is used in both local
search procedures [4, 5]:
P (x) = fes ×

D


Bound(xj ),

(6)

j=1

where Bound(xj ) is deﬁned as
⎧
⎪
⎨0,
Bound(xj ) = (xmin
− xj )2 ,
j
⎪
⎩ max
(xj
− xj )2 ,

if xmax
> xj > xmin
j
j
if xj < xmin
j
if xj > xmax
j

where fes is the number of function evaluations that have been used so far.

(7)
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Table 1. The best parameter conﬁgurations obtained through iterated F-race for ABC
algorithms in 10-dimensional instances

3.3

Algorithm

SN limit SNmax growth Rf actor itrmax F ailuresmax F T ol

ABC
IABC
IABC-Mtsls1
IABC-Powell

5
8
4
7

98
96
13
99

—
13
80
44

—
8
6
9

—
10−6
10−2.94
10−0.94

—
—
199
82

—
—
17
9

—
—
—
10−5.6

Experimental Setup

In our study, we performed three sets of experiments. First, we ran the original ABC algorithm, IABC (IABC-LS without local search) and the two instantiations of IABC-LS on the 19 SOCO benchmark functions proposed by
Herrera et al. [21] for SOCO. A detailed description of the benchmark function set can be found in [21]. All experiments were conducted under the same
conditions, and grouped by the dimensionality of the optimization problems
(D ∈ {50, 100, 200, 500, 1000}). All investigated algorithms were run 25 times
for each SOCO function. Each run stops when the maximum number of evaluations is achieved or the solution value is lower than 10−14 , which is approximated
to 0. The maximum number of evaluations is 5000 × D.
The parameters of all ABC algorithms used in this paper were tuned using
iterated F-race [14]. The best parameters found for each algorithm are given
in Table 1. Iterated F-race was run using the 10-dimensional versions of the 19
benchmark functions as tuning instances and the maximum tuning budget was
set to 50,000 algorithm runs. The number of function evaluations used in each
run is 50,000.
We compared the computational results of IABC-Powell and IABC-Mtsls1
with IACOR -LS and IPSOLS. Finally, all three IABC variants were compared
with the 16 algorithms featured in the SOCO special issue.
3.4

Results

The results of the ﬁrst set of experiments, where we compare the ABC algorithm variants, are shown in Figure 1. The box-plots indicate the distribution of
average results (left side) and the median results (right side) obtained by each
algorithm on the 19 SOCO benchmark functions. (Each point for the box-plot
measures the mean and median performance for 25 independent trials on each
function.) In all cases, except in the comparison between IABC-Mtsls1 and ABC
on the 50-dimensional functions, the mean and median results obtained by the
proposed algorithms are statistically signiﬁcantly better than those of the original ABC algorithm. Statistical signiﬁcance was determined with Wilcoxon’s test
at α = 0.05 using Holm’s method for multiple test corrections. There are interesting diﬀerences in performance depending on whether we base our conclusions
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Fig. 1. Distribution of mean and median errors of ABC, IABC, IABC-Powell and
IABC-Mtsls1 on the 19 SOCO benchmark functions

(d) 1000 dimensions

Fig. 2. Distribution of the mean and the median errors obtained on the 19 benchmark
functions

on the median or the mean performance. Based on mean errors, IABC-Powell
performs better than IABC and IABC-Mtsls1. However, based on median errors
(that is, for each function, we measure the median result across the 25 independent trials), IABC-Mtsls1 outperforms all others. This diﬀerence is the result of
the fact that IABC-Mtsls1 shows early stagnation eﬀects in few trials in which
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it obtains rather poor results. This diﬀerence also indicates that a further reﬁnement of IABC-Mtsls1 could be interesting for future work. Notice that the results
obtained with IABC are very promising and competitive with IABC-Mtsls1 and
IABC-Powell for several functions. This indicates that the improved performance
over ABC is not only due to the usage of a local search procedure, but that the
incremental social learning mechanism and the stronger exploitation of the best
found solutions are decisive to improve over ABC.
It is interesting to compare the performance of IABC and its variants with
that of other algorithms that have been obtained by adopting the ISL framework
to improve them. Therefore, we compared IABC-LS with IPSOLS (IPSO-Powell
and IPSO-Mtsls1) and IACOR -LS (IACOR -Powell and IACOR -Mtsls1). All experiments were conducted using tuned parameter conﬁgurations based on [4, 5].
The distributions of the mean and median errors obtained on the 19 SOCO test
functions for various dimensions are shown in Figure 2. Based on the mean errors,
IABC-Powell appears to be competitive with IPSOLS and IACOR -LS variants,
especially when D = 50 and D = 100. It is also apparent that the performance
of IABC-Powell degrades for higher dimensions. Based on median performance,
IABC-Powell seems to be slightly better than IACOR -Powell. When using Mtsls1 as local search procedure, the results are diﬀerent. In this case, Mtsls1 seems
to work better with IACOR . Another interesting observation is that the hybrids
with Mtsls1 appear to degrade in performance when compared to the hybrids
with Powell’s direction set method, indicating a better scaling behavior for the
latter.
Finally, we compare all IABC variants with the 16 algorithms featured in
SOCO. To test the signiﬁcance of the observed diﬀerences, we again conducted
pairwise Wilcoxon tests with Holm’s corrections for multiple comparisons, at
the 0.05 signiﬁcance level. Figure 3 shows these results on the 100- and 1000dimensional functions. A “+” symbol on top of a box-plot denotes a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence at the 0.05 level between the results obtained with the indicated algorithm and those with the indicated IABC variant. If an algorithm is signiﬁcantly
better than an IABC variant, a “−” symbol is put on top of a box-plot for indicating this diﬀerence. The numbers on top of a box-plot denote the number
of optima found by the corresponding algorithm (in other words, the number of
functions on which the statistic, either mean or median, is smaller than the zero
threshold 10−14 ). Figure 3 indicates that IABC, IABC-Powell and IABC-Mtsls1
signiﬁcantly outperform CHC and G-CMA-ES in each case. This is noteworthy
since G-CMA-ES is an acknowledged state-of-the-art algorithm for continuous
optimization. When taking into account the median errors of the algorithms,
IABC variants outperform CHC, G-CMA-ES, EvoPROpt, MA-SSW, RPSO-vm,
and VXQR1 in almost all dimensions. The IABC variants exhibit a performance
similar to rest of the state-of-the-art algorithms with the exception of IPSOPowell and MOS-DE.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the average and the median errors obtained on the 19 benchmark functions for all featured algorithms in SOCO
and IABC variants on 100- and 1000-dimensional functions. G-CMA-ES results on 1000-dimensional functions are unknown.
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Discussion

In this paper, we have shown that the ISL framework with local search can enhance the performance of ABC. In earlier work we have shown the same result
for two other swarm intelligence algorithms: PSO and ACOR . In swarm intelligence algorithms for optimization, individual agents can learn from each other.
However, the speciﬁc knowledge-sharing mechanism used in any given algorithm
can be slow. In the ISL framework, new agents can obtain knowledge directly
from experienced ones. Thus, ISL allows the new agent to more directly focus
the search in the vicinity of the best results. On the other hand, although local
search procedures cannot always ﬁnd good-enough solutions alone, local search
procedures play an important role in population-based algorithms. At the same
time, the behavior of a population-based algorithm aﬀects directly the behavior
of the local search procedure. For example, information from the population may
be used to select restart positions and adaptively determine the step size of the
local search procedure. In our case, the step size is determined by the position
of the best-so-far agent and another agent’s position.
Concerning the impact of the ISL framework on algorithm performance, we
observed that IABC improved strongly upon the original ABC algorithm, more
than what we observed when moving to the incremental ACOR and PSO algorithms. In fact, the IABC algorithm alone was suﬃcient to ﬁnd optimal solutions
for a number of benchmark functions. Possible reasons for this strong improvements may be that (i) the bee colony metaphor has not been as explored as the
metaphors behind PSO or ACOR have; thus, improvements are easier to obtain;
and (ii) ABC algorithms have a better local search type behavior for the reﬁnement of solutions than PSO and ACOR algorithms. A more in-depth analysis
of the ABC algorithm could be an interesting direction for future research. In
addition to the usage of ISL, we note that another possible reason for the observed performance improvements is the stronger focus around the best-so-far
solutions, which is a feature also present in other ABC variants [22].
The performance of the hybrid method, that is, the combination of IABC
with local search (but also that of IACOR and IPSO with local search) depends
signiﬁcantly on the local search algorithm chosen. In fact, we observed that
for “low” dimensions of 50 and 100, Mtsls1 seems to work well with IABC and
ACOR , while Powell’s direction set method seems to be less aﬀected by increasing
dimensionality. Since the best local search may further depend on the particular
benchmark function, an adaptive choice of the local search algorithm to be used
would be desirable. As example, we have tried a simple strategy in which the
algorithm selects the better local search procedure after the ﬁrst iteration of the
algorithm, resulting in further improvements of the IABC results.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced an ABC algorithm with a growing population
size and we hybridized it with a local search procedure for tackling large-scale
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benchmark functions. The increasing population size and a stronger focus on
the best-so-far solution have contributed to make the proposed IABC algorithm
much better performing than the original ABC algorithm. For the hybridization
with local search two diﬀerent local search procedures were used, Powell’s conjugate direction set and Mtsls1. The parameters of IABC and the hybrid IABC
with local search were tuned using iterated F-Race, an automatic algorithm conﬁguration tool. For the benchmark functions of 50 and 100 dimensions we found
that the hybrid algorithm typically improves over IABC. When compared with
other algorithms for large scale continuous optimization from the SOCO special
issue, the hybrid IABC algorithm was found to reach high-quality solutions; it
was outperformed, according to the median results, only by an incremental PSO
algorithm and the overall best performing algorithm from the SOCO benchmark
competition.
It is maybe more noteworthy that also in the ABC case, extending this algorithm with the incremental social learning framework led to signiﬁcant performance improvements. Certainly, further analysis of the hybrid IABC algorithm
is necessary to determine the contribution of the speciﬁc algorithm components.
Nevertheless, the fact that apart from ABC we also could improve PSO and continuous ACO algorithms by embedding them into the incremental social learning
framework, gives strong evidence that an increasing population size and the hybridization with local search algorithms are important to obtain high performing
swarm intelligence algorithms for continuous optimization.
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